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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

237090 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Administration Retain a history of user passwords and not allow the
same password to be reused by a user during any twelve-
month period.

There is a new behavior setting named
PASSWORD_REUSE_DAYS.  This is the number of days
before a password can be reused.  The default value of
zero disables checking for reused passwords.

236148 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Database Longer values for the ALT_ID field This has been increased from 30 to 128 characters

237044 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Import and Export Ability to see more validation/import errors The previous implementation was that only the first 50
errors were displayed in an import file.  Now, the first
5,000 errors are displayed.

236162 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Notification Batchmail improvement Support for Image and Document field display types has
been added to custom email templates.  Now, when a
custom email template is generated, any image or
document field included generates the file name of the
image or document as a substitute for the field tag, and
the image or document is added as a file attachment to
the outgoing email.

236990 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Notification Users may now select a particular User ID as the "reply-
to" or "from address" in email templates

This is an improvement and is controlled by the owner of
the email template.  Eaith the system defaults, specific
users or the current user may be selected for both the
reply to and the from address of outgoing ad hoc emails.

161458 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Rules Engine More than 1 object rule is now supported in business
rules

This was a previous limitation which was fixed.  An
unlimited number of object rule directives are now
supported.

236700 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report New feature provides aggregate functions on Rrelated
Issue Displays

A new feature has been introduced, allowing the count,
sum, average, minimum and maximums of fields within
Related Issue Displays.  This has been implemented with
new layout cell attributes.  See
http://docs.extraview.com/site/extraview-
65/administration-guide/layouts/calculations-related-
issue-displays for full information.

237219 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Provided a means to store the report output type with
each saved report

The report output type is now saved with each report.
The default is to output to the browser, but if reset within
the report editor, the output type will be remembered and
used when the report is generated.  There are two
exceptions.  If the report is placed on the Home Page, it
will always use browser output, and if the report is
scheduled, then the output type set in the scheduler will
overwrite the selection within the report editor.

237231 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report New ability to output Quicklist and Detailed Report results
to any supported format

There is now a new button on the results page of both
detailed reports and Quicklists.  When the user clicks this,
a sub-menu appears, and the user can select any valid
output type such as Microsoft Excel or Adobe PDF, to
output the results to that format.
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236304 Product Bug 6.4 API & CLI It was possible to attempt to update a field via the CLI but
there not be any warning or error message when the
update failed

This was an obscure issue that only happened when
fields were the grandchild, in a parent, child, grandchild
relationship, and the parent value was not provided.
Now, there is a warning under these circumstances so the
user can correct and resubmit their command.

237495 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 API & CLI evupload CLI command would not accept the alternative
User ID

The evupload command now accepts both the user's real
User ID as well as their Alternative User ID.

236260 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Add & Edit Site re-rendered all existing repeating rows within a
layout, whenever a new row was added

This was unnecessary behavior.  No problem occured as
a result of this, but the behavior has been modified to stop
the happening.

237082 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Add & Edit Tag cloud field did not work with Chrome browser Although Chrome will not officially be supported until
version 7.0, this problem has been fixed.

237936 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Attachments When cloning an issue, attachments in the cloned issue
were not cloned succesfully

This was only a problem when utilizing attachments
stored externally to the database, on the file system.  This
was a bug that has been fixed.

236491 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 BatchMail BatchMail failed and would not restart with Tasks &
Thread Manager

An incorrectly generated email from the report scheduler
caused the Batchmail to crash, and the process could not
be restarted via the Task Manager, as the incorrect email
was immediately encountered again, causing the same
crash.  The underlying cause where the report scheduler
was able to generate an invalid email was fixed, and the
Batchmail processing was improved so that it would not
fail when encountering a similar issue.

236454 Product Bug 6.5.1 General code
issues

Removed invalid defaults from EVMail configuration
starting points

This was simply a configuration error as opposed to a
code error in the standard template site.  Now the fields in
the template configuration will map to real fields that exist.

237318 Product Bug 6.5.1.6 General code
issues

The layout cell attribute ADD_NEW, allowed duplicate
values to be entered into a list

This only happened with User Defined Field lists where
there was a layout cell attribute of ADD_NEW, allowing
end users to add new values to lists.  The problem has
been resolved to ensure only unique values are entered
and duplicates are rejected.

237516 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Home Page Users cannot change "Account:" settings with their
Alternative User ID

This has beeen fixed so that users may use either their
real user ID or their alternative user ID.

236445 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Import and Export Case Sensitive mapping setting did not work for same
values of different capitalization

This has been fixed.

236640 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Import and Export The metadata migration of Charts would not correctly
migrate chart attributes

This has been fixed.

237091 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Import and Export Map button took a long time to open popup window for
large lists

The map button in question was on the file import screen.
For very large lists this could take a long time to open the
popup.  This has been fixed.

236557 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Layout Rendering Report Details color scheme made information
unreadable

This was a cosmetic issue with the grey color schemes,
when group headings were used on reports.  The style
sheet has been ammended to resolve thw issue.

236711 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Layout Rendering &nbsp was displayed in the title of an embedded layout This was a cosmetic issue which was fixed.
236882 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Layout Rendering Repeating record issue with field definition in database Some databases did not have the flag for multi-value set

for the PROBLEM_RELEASE_ID field.  This caused
issues when updating repeating rows on edit screens.  A
patch has been applied to all databases to make sure this
does not happen.
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236953 Product Bug 6.5.1.2 Layout Rendering Related Issue Display did not reload when changing tabs
within a layout

This problem occured when multiple Related Issue
Displays were configured under multiple tab values within
an add / edit layout.  This has been fixed.

237334 Product Bug 6.5.1.6 Relationships Related Issue Display filters were not working as
expected

When using the Related Issue Display filters to display
only those related issues that were in a specific Business
Area/Project the filter had no effect and showed all related
issues.  This was fixed.

236054 Product Bug 6.5.1.4 Rules Engine Class cast exception with Link Rules This was a bug which was fixed.
236311 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Rules Engine Link rule directives did not work with <Text field>=<List

field> parameters
The mapping of text fields to list fields worked for
onchange directives, but not when being used within link
directives.  Thia has been fixed.

237165 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Rules Engine Currency fields could not have symbols or thousands
separators when used in rules calculation

This has been fixed.

236766 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 Search / Report GO button on Query screen did not work reliably in
Firefox, while using Standard query filters

This also required the REPORT_IN_NEW_WINDOW
behavior setting to be set to YES.  This was a problem
introduced in 6.5.0.2 and has been fixed.

237383 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Search / Report HISTORY_RANGE_END filter with query did not return
expected results

This was a problem that only affected some sites, but not
others.  The problem was data dependent, but has been
resolved.

238197 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Search / Report Stacked bar charts did not show the date correctly on the
X axis when run as a saved report

This was a minor bug that was fixed.

Count: 32 records
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